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SERMON FOR LECTIONARY 25 – Sept 16/22 
Texts:  See below; 
     As I have said before.. I was taught in Sem that if you 

come across a particularly annoying lesson in the Bible.. 

with a particularly uncomfortable interpretation.. one that 

seems to aim way too directly AT YOU.. at the way YOU 

could rethink the priorities & unfoldings of your life.. well 

then..  PAY ATTENTION! Pay attention cuz such is (in all 

likelihood) almost for certain something Jesus really did 

say.. really did intend to say.. & IS important – as witness-

ed to in that it still made it past all those who tried to edited 

off many of the sharp corners of the Jesus stories over the 

years!?! PAY ATTENTION.. like it or not.. even if it is likely 

to change your ever-so-care-fully orchestrated plans for 

today.. pay attention EVEN if it is likely to take you down 

a road & on a journey you are not ready for.. PAY ATTEN-

TION.. even if it could affect.. your bank account!!! 
 All which is why.. when I read today’s Gospel.. that 

was probably a good time to have been checking the 

messages on your phone…. &/or why.. many pastors will 

avoid preaching on it all together!?!?!? 
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 Which is to say I get it.. IS this batch of sayings really 

telling me that it is “okay” to be dishonest to make friends.. 

get ahead.. to BE SELFISH.. OR.. is Jesus just pointing 

out that the (q/unq) “business man” - who himself was 

pretty self-motivated (I remind you.. “usuary”/charging 

interest is technically a “sin” in the Bible) – that HE was 

impressed that the Steward had learned so much from 

him??  (And thus both are being criticized by Jesus??) 

      Or likewise.. is Jesus actually telling us that it is “okay” 

to be conniving & “shrewd” if the ends (as in spreading the 

reign of God) are accomplished??  In other words.. “the 

ends justify the means”???  Or.. Is this just a back-handed 

“obviously-people-I’m-being-sarcastic-here” from Jesus?? 

    OR.. most disturbing of all.. is this whole thing supposed 

to be summed up in the last paragraph.. the part that way 

too clearly challenges us to see that everything we do that 

“serves the wrong master” ..that everything that distracts 

us from being the best God-&-grace-transformed version 

of ourselves.. IS a problem.. that even when it seems 

logical, “sensible”, “good-management” to follow the ways 

of the world (but also fudges or avoids the call of God).. 

that serves me & mine more than God & you.. is….. 

well…… just plain wrong!! 
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 Well let me help you here.. & suggest that.. in various 

moments.. ALL of the answers to all of those options.. is 

probably “YES?!?”.. or “sometimes yes”.  That YES(?).. as 

complicated as that sounds, we live in a complicated 

world.. needing complex decision-making. BUT..  at the 

core of everything the Bible says.. is the promise that we 

are to “have life & have it abundantly”.. albeit.. this isn’t 
just you having abundance.. but rather.. EVERYONE!!   

AND.. that “abundant life”(?).. well.. that is probably NOT 

defined the way you might like.. or that “our days” might 

have tried to convince you it should be!?!... Bluntly.. it 

probably has almost NOTHING to do with wealth or power 

or “stuff”.. & almost completely IS(instead).. about having 

a “wholeness of heart & spirit”.. again.. wholeness of heart 

& spirit for you.. & for every other you in the world. 

   As I explained to ?? & ?? when we were chatting in prep 

for today.. just as it was “In the beginning..” when God 

stepped back to look at all God had created &.. over & 

over again.. proclaim it “GOOD” ..so God’s vision & dream 

is that kind of fullness & peace & wholeness for the whole 

creation SHOULD come again!?!  That – to remind you – 

is the what you are praying for.. offering each other.. when 

you say “Peace be with you”.  The Biblical word for peace 
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being “Shalom”.. which tho we mostly translate as “peace” 

..more fully means “whole-ness”.. “GOOD again”!!! 

 So it is that yes.. that last paragraph.. Jesus’s “try” to 

summing this whole section up is likely.. THE most critical 

..the most crucial for us to swallow deep into the soil of 

our being & nurture into full fruit & action.  YES.. in as 

much as “life & life abundantly” is the dream of God.. the 

yearning of God for us..(every single one of us).. the 1st 

thing we probably need to do is rediscover what that 

abundance & wholeness ARE.. how to actually receive & 

measure them.  We need to relearn that far more valuable 

than any particular piece of artificial “currency” (irrespec-

tive of who’s pic on it) is instead.. the heart of every single 

person you will encounter on your journey in life.. that far 

more dear to us than any “treasure” or “pearl” we may 

stumble on.. will always be the joy or sorrow of every 

person who path crosses ours.. & that power – true power 

– is not that we have the ability to control each other but 

instead to love & heal one another. 

     As we soon make way to the end of the ch year, we will 

once more meet that kind-of-strange festival we call Christ 

the King or Reign Of God Sunday.  And yea, this week as 

we all pause to wonder what this whole “Monarchy”-thing 
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means to us these days.. if Charles will be what Elizabeth 

was.. & so on.. alternately fascinated by & annoyed by.. 

the pomp of it all.. over against the “weirdness” of having a 

person who gets to be “king” by birth alone.. we remember 

that this – “Kingship” - is one of those things that our God 

defines in an very different way.. that for our God.. “power” 

is shown in the readiness to give of ourselves.. that 

influence is seen in how love heals & where giving dignity 

to each other helps us bear fruit abundantly.. & that 

“worship” is most faithfully lived in our discipleship – in 

taking up that cross that was made on each of our fore-

heads on our Baptismal day & carry it for ourselves in our 

living; ..in following Christ’s example of loving first & for-

ever; ..in living grace in as many moments of our lives as 

possible. 

 All of which means that while for Charles Montbatten-

Windsor his “Kingship” will eventually be measured in how 

he balances his politics & values & influence over the 

nations of the world.. for Christ.. God’s reign will be seen 

right here(heart).. in who WE serve.. in how we let love 

become our guiding star & most valuable treasure.. in how 

WE make the vision of God’s abundance for us, for 

creation.. & the whole world our most crucial focus.[p] 
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 To steal an ending from my own sermon of a while 

back.. (which I think dealt with another version of this 

lesson).. let me again quote the Noble winning songwriter 

Bob Dylan.. & sing “Your gonna have to serve somebody.. 

Ohh… it may be the devil or it may the Lord ..but you 

gonna have to serve somebody!!” And so I ask.. Who’s it 

gonna be.. for you??? 

 Oh & one last note.. tho you may assume that either 

a)the Bible is mostly filled with a whole bunch of petty laws 

& “thou-shalt-nots” (mostly about sex of course) or b)that 

it’s just about love & God’s grace.. that thus all this.. ANY.. 

money-talk in ch is way off base.  The thing is.. as our 

Amos lesson also witnesses to tho.. if not the 1st most 

common (most certainly the 2nd).. is how frequently the 

Bible/Jesus talk about “justice”.. sharing wealth.. 

economic justice.. the call for us to WORK to make sure 

that ALL have enough.  Ain’t that a kicker!?!?! 

AMEN  
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FIRST READING: Amos 8:4-7 A reading from Amos. 
Amos was called by God to prophesy in the Northern Kingdom of Israel. 
Peace and prosperity in Israel led to corrupt business practices and 
oppression of the poor. The prophet declares that God will not tolerate such 
a situation. 
 4Hear this, you that trample on the needy, 
  and bring to ruin the poor of the land, 
 5saying, “When will the new moon be over 
  so that we may sell grain; 
 and the sabbath, 
  so that we may offer wheat for sale? 
 We will make the ephah small and the shekel great, 
  and practice deceit with false balances, 
 6buying the poor for silver 
  and the needy for a pair of sandals, 
  and selling the sweepings of the wheat.” 
 7The LORD has sworn by the pride of Jacob: 
 Surely I will never forget any of their deeds. 
The word of the Lord.. Thanks be to God. 
PSALM: Psalm 113 
 1Hallelujah! Give praise, you servants | of the LORD; 
  praise the name | of the LORD. 
 2Let the name of the | LORD be blessed, 
  from this time forth for- | evermore. 
 3From the rising of the sun to its | going down 
  let the name of the | LORD be praised. 
 4The LORD is high a- | bove all nations; 
  God’s glory a- | bove the heavens. R 
 5Who is like the | LORD our God, 
  who sits en- | throned on high, 
 6but stoops | to behold 
  the heavens | and the earth? 
 7The LORD takes up the weak out | of the dust 
  and lifts up the poor | from the ashes, 
 8enthroning them | with the rulers, 
  with the rulers | of the people. 
 9The LORD makes the woman of a | childless house 
  to be a joyful mother of children. | Hallelujah! R 
 

GOSPEL: Luke 16:1-13. The holy gospel acc. to Lk Glory to you, O Lord. 
1Then Jesus said to the disciples, “There was a rich man who had a 
manager, and charges were brought to him that this man was squandering 
his property. 2So he summoned him and said to him, ‘What is this that I 
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hear about you? Give me an accounting of your management, because you 
cannot be my manager any longer.’ 3Then the manager said to himself, 
‘What will I do, now that my master is taking the position away from me? I 
am not strong enough to dig, and I am ashamed to beg. 4I have decided 
what to do so that, when I am dismissed as manager, people may welcome 
me into their homes.’ 5So, summoning his master’s debtors one by one, he 
asked the first, ‘How much do you owe my master?’ 6He answered, ‘A 
hundred jugs of olive oil.’ He said to him, ‘Take your bill, sit down quickly, 
and make it fifty.’ 7Then he asked another, ‘And how much do you owe?’ 
He replied, ‘A hundred containers of wheat.’ He said to him, ‘Take your bill 
and make it eighty.’ 8And his master commended the dishonest manager 
because he had acted shrewdly; for the children of this age are more 
shrewd in dealing with their own generation than are the children of light. 
9And I tell you, make friends for yourselves by means of dishonest wealth 
so that when it is gone, they may welcome you into the eternal homes. 
 10“Whoever is faithful in a very little is faithful also in much; and whoever 
is dishonest in a very little is dishonest also in much. 11If then you have not 
been faithful with the dishonest wealth, who will entrust to you the true 
riches? 12And if you have not been faithful with what belongs to another, 
who will give you what is your own? 13No slave can serve two masters; for a 
slave will either hate the one and love the other, or be devoted to the one 
and despise the other. You cannot serve God and wealth.” 
The gospel of the Lord.   Praise to you, O Christ. 
 


